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A Sanborn fire insurance map from 1900 depicts two female wards and operating rooms (buildings 502-505) within the APE, as well as a reservoir and engine room structure indicated as “being built” to the west of the female wards. The women’s wards and operating rooms are indicated as constructed of brick, with two-and-three-story wooden passageways connecting each structure, and as having tin or slate roofs. The west wing of the women’s ward is shown as having two stories with an attic, and a small three-story rectangular extension connected to the western side via a two-story wooden passage. The north wing of the women’s ward is three stories and has a similar rectangular extension on the northern side, made of wood instead of brick. The central operating rooms of the women’s wards appear to have a one-story wooden porch on the southern face.

Date Constructed; 1883

Date Demolished; 505 in 1968
502, 503, 504 in 1974
Figure A02: Aerial ASH Campus Circa 1904
WHITE FEMALE WARDS
1882-3
ACCORDING TO THE F.E.M.A. MAP No. 4B453CD465J, EFFECTIVE 01/06/2016, THE SUBJECT PROPERTY SHOWN HEREON DOES NOT LIE WITHIN SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD AREAS INUNDATED BY 100-YEAR FLOOD. THIS STATEMENT IS FOR INSURANCE PURPOSES ONLY AND IS NOT A GUARANTEE THAT THE PROPERTY WILL OR WILL NOT FLOOD.
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elevation approximate at historical grounds/lawn

stone retaining wall, similar to current planned

5ft to 6ft high retaining wall this side could be used to mount interpretive panels

2.5 ft to 3ft high retaining wall this side

regrade pond this zone

recommended planting bed at "entrance" to historical grounds, shown purple

new 6ft wide sidewalk, accessible to lawn area

new 18" wide 18" tall formed concrete bench. shown grey
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5ft to 6ft high retaining wall this side could be used to mount interpretive panels

new 18" wide 18" tall formed concrete bench, shown grey

new 6ft wide sidewalk, accessible to lawn area
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2.5 ft to 3ft high retaining wall this side

recommend planting bed at "entrance" to historical grounds, shown purple
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